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The Mirror

IT WAS ALL PLANNED LONG AGO 
Apr 8 2003 

Brian Reade
 
Take pride in the courage of Our Boys, feel relieved your 
building society shares are soaring, and enjoy the 
Hollywood choreography as America raises the Stars and 
Stripes in Baghdad. 

But amid all the back-slapping, take a second to ask yourself 
a couple of crucial questions about this illegal colonisation 
of Iraq. 

Why and with whose authority are we there? A quick re-cap. 

Washington first said Iraq needed invading because it had 
links with al-Qaeda. Never proved. Then it was to remove 
weapons of mass destruction. But the UN inspectors found 
none. And the allies haven't, so far. 

On Sunday typically-eloquent US Brigadier General 
Vincent Brooks said: "The places it's (sic) most likely to be 
found we haven't even gotten (sic) to them yet." 

Which presumably means parts of Baghdad Saddam still 
holds. So why hasn't the heartless monster used them against 
us? 

Is it because he has none? In which case why did we 
invade? Or won't he use them because of the appalling 
consequences? In which case why did we invade? 

But of course weapons aren't this month's excuse for 
toppling Saddam. Now we are told it is about "liberating" 
the people from a vicious dictator. If you believe that, you 
will believe Bush's crucial vote in Florida was not rigged. 
Saddam Hussein is an evil despot who has killed his own 
people to stay in power. We know this because when he was 
our friend in the 1980s we colluded in those atrocities by 
supporting him with arms. 

But do you know how many more evil regimes currently 
operate? Try Zimbabwe where opponents of Robert Mugabe 
are arrested and tortured. So why not invade there? So why 
don't the coalition put things right? The answer is simple. 
Either corporate America do not need regime change, or 
military America knows it could not pull it off. 

The truth about this grossly immoral war is that America's 
right wing, pro-Israeli politicians planned to oust Saddam 
years ago. September 11 gave them the cover to destroy the 
most powerful Arab state, re-draw the Middle East and 
control the Earth's second biggest oil reserves. 

Ask yourself again why we have invaded a sovereign state. 

How would you feel if China eventually decides to make 
Britain a puppet state, and drives its tanks into the Palace of 
Westminster? 

Will we have a moral case to oppose them? Or like the 
Iraqis who tread on our unexploded cluster bombs, will we 
not have a leg to stand on? Think about it. 
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